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Abstract. Tourism is one of the top choices of contemporary univer-
sity students for leisure on vacation. Desires that students want to travel
extensively become increasingly stronger. However, few correct analysis
on the tourism market of students in e-commerce results in its imma-
ture development, causing a difficulty in making a personalized travel
plan to them. Concerning such a situation, it makes sense to provide
students with more high-quality plans based on personalized analysis on
their tourism preferences. Thus, it is necessary to design a safe, reliable,
stable platform for students’ travel, named Traveller . Cloud computing
service is mainly designed for PC machines at present, but it is a trend
of future development to combine the cloud computing and mobile appli-
cation. From the viewpoint of technique, powerful computing capacity
and storage capacity are sufficient to improve the user experience. From
the viewpoint of mobile user, a sharp increase of users in recent years
has become a driving force to push the advancement of mobile applica-
tion. As a consequence, mobile computing will soon prove its prevalence.
In this paper, tourist information will be collected by communicating
through a mobile terminal to send requests to the server in the cloud,
making full use of cloud server’s features such as efficiency and conve-
nience to update.
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1 Introduction

In step with the improvement of people’s living standards, the tourism industry
has become an indispensable part of people’s life [1]. It is also universally popular
among university students. As a special group, university students with indepen-
dent economy, self-ability, relatively more spare time and adventurous spirit play
an essential role in the whole tourism market. Moreover, the students are differ-
ent from the other groups in many aspects. Students prefer group tourism and
they also prefer natural attractions when choosing sites. Due to the limitation of
school and the family, they generally lack travel experience, worry and hoping
to get a more intuitive advice. At the same time, the young generation depends
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more on the mobile phones, so the Apps for tourism find favor with them along
with the gradual development of intelligent terminal technology.

Currently some Apps have been developed to meet this needs, like Qunar [2],
Ctrip [3], Umetrip [4], etc. However, they have the following drawbacks [5].
Firstly, the pertinence of the Apps is not strong, making the App lack indi-
viduation and the features greatly reduced in practice. Secondly, Because the
function of the App is complex and the target population is not explicit, it is
obvious that only a few can find favor with people among the numerous Apps.
Finally, for best reliability and performance, the traditional App should be con-
stantly updated, which causes trouble for users to download installation package
of the latest version over and over otherwise they cannot experience the benefits
from the new features and functions.

Cloud computing is an emerging ICT framework and service model. It is an
evaluation of distributed processing, parallel processing and network computing.
It has advantages in high reliability, rapid deployment and on-demand service,
which makes it extremely popular at present. Based on these merits, we intend to
make use of cloud computing to develop a searching platform which can provide
users with tourist information including student discount. That is why we want
to design a mobile application on the basement of cloud platform.

Mobile cloud computing is a new computing paradigm to meet the urgent
need not for applications and services of resource-constrained mobile devices.
To overcome resource constraints on mobile devices, a general idea is to ship
code and data to the cloud and back to prolong the battery life and speed up
the application. Besides saving energy, cloud computing also enables enhanced
mobile experiences by employing a client-server framework that consists of two
parts, which run on the mobile device and the cloud, respectively. Overall, mobile
cloud computing can solve the problem of energy consumption and bring conve-
nience to the mobile users [6].

In summary, this project is aimed at developing a searching platform for stu-
dents’ traveling convenience based on mobile cloud computing. In addition to
implementing some common functions in current applications, this cloud applica-
tion can provide more personalized services. The main purpose of this application
is to help students make a good choice. It can provide users with some useful
information about traveling depending on their situations and preferences.

1.1 Related Work

Many mobile tourism applications have been released into the market in recent
years, but most of them aim to bring users convenience to buy tickets or check
schedules. Umetrip [4] is a mobile application released by Civil Aviation Admin-
istration of China to query flight information, then users’ account can also save
each flight they have taken or going to take, further more it can remind users of
the latest flight they will take. Ctrip [3] can be defined as an online travel agency,
providing ticket service, tourist information and gather strangers together to
have a trip. Users can buy tickets online to get some discount, share their own
travel experience and read some strategies posted by others. Airbnb [7] is aimed
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Fig. 1. Ranking of travel applications in China.

at making visitors feel like home at other places. Visitors can find local houses
to stay for a short time to experience the local way of life. The living conditions
are similar to those in hotels. Serving as private driver in more than 50 coun-
tries, Uber [8] provides different levels of car such as UberX and UberBlack for
users. It makes users feel more comfortable and convenient to take this kind of
car than a taxi. HHtravel helps users to have a top-level trip, such as Miche-
lin restaurants and five-star hotels. The HHtravel [9] staffs can also organize
a trip according to users’ requirements. Lonely Planet Traveller [10] is trans-
formed from a magazine with the same name. It introduces countries in a very
detailed way by showing information about eating, playing, traffic, living, and
even festival dates. Applications listed above are only a few of the whole travel
application market. For more details we can see Fig. 1 about travel application
download ranking in China in January 2015 [11].

In China, users prefer to use Ctrip [3], Qunar [2] and Tongcheng [12] (totally
more than 30 %) which are defined as online travel agencies.

In conclusion, there are so many applications aimed at different travel
aspects, such as tickets service, flight information, traffic, attraction information
and so on, but few applications focus on university students who have grad-
ually become main potential customers of tourism. Moreover, students have a
vast number of requirements that cannot be satisfied by those applications. For
example sometimes students want to check whether a specific scenery spot has
student discount, yet unfortunately the information cannot be found easily. Also
those most fascinating travel places are not actually what students are really
interested in. They want to receive more recommendations from the same gen-
eration. In general there is no such an application that is personalized enough
for university students. We expect to develop an application to provide con-
venience to students, giving them more opportunities to go out and see more.
Meanwhile a students-friendly application can also save time for schedule with
travel experience comments by those who have similar hobbies and preferences.
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1.2 Our Work

To address the above issues, we develop a tourism platform for students based
on the Aliyun [13], which sets up server in a virtual machine by using Apache
and the remote database constructed in the server. Then the client can connect
and call the database through the server program, as well as doing insertions,
deletions, modifications and query to the database. In cloud server, we write
Python code to make server receive requests from client, and obtain data from
database according to the request. The cloud platform can run the code all the
time to satisfy the need that the users get tourist information whenever they are.
The configuration on it is easy to implement and the cost is relatively cheap.

Our idea is to develop a new application named Traveller, providing students
with favourable tourist information. Students can log in the system and search
for the destination they want to travel, get information of surroundings, and they
can also grade the viewpoints where they have been to and make recommenda-
tions to others. The personalized recommendation is achieved on the server so
that students can get more suitable and appropriate recommendations accord-
ing to their own preferences. Even more, a student can make more like-minded
friends by using this App and travel with them.

As to these functions, the framework of the application can be developed in
two aspects: client and server. Eclipse is a good extensible development platform,
which is open-source and able to support varied coding language. We can use
Java to implement the function and this tool can help to construct the inter-
active interface of the application and implement the encapsulation of the data
transmission via GET or POST request. For the server terminal, the cloud is
used for its power in function and convenience in operation. All data will be
stored in cloud and transmitted to the client in need.

Traveller is aimed at serving university students, so the objective is clear
and functions are highly targeted. The current market lacks such App, so our
application has strong market competitiveness. In addition, by keeping all the
data in the cloud platform, it is easy to update all data and features, avoiding
the need to constantly update the App to obtain the new properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the background
knowledge of cloud computing is introduced. In Sect. 3, the proposed platform is
described in detail. Section 4 reports the experimental results. We conclude our
paper in Sect. 5.

2 Background

Based on the cloud platform, the main use in our application development is
cloud computing. PaaS (Platform as a Service) [14] is referred to provide service
for client. Utility computing is used to compute recommendation algorithms
and also combine computing with storage. Socket is used as physical connection
between the server and client which can transmit data.

Data transmits in different terminals by HTTP, which are a set of rules for
computer communication through network [15]. Computer specialists designed
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HTTP to satisfy the needs from client (such as mobile client), which requests
information and service from Web server. All HTTP connections are formed with
a set of requests and responses [16].

As a script, Python [17] deals with the requests coming from Android system
while database system can utilize MySQL of the Ali virtual machine to aid
this behaviour. What should be done first is to install MySQL and Python in
the Ubuntu system. MySQL is useful to establish the database and it will be
called in the Python script. This process needs the support of the library named
MYSQLdB [18,19].

The server will get the requests send from the Android terminal, pick up
the related datum, such as information about view, and return them as the
format of string. Based on a subset of JavaScript, JSON [20] (JavaScript Object
Notation) is a lightweight format to interchange data, it uses a text format
which is completely independent to language, it also has similar habits like the
C language family (including C, C++, Java, JavaScript, Python etc.). These
properties make JSON ideal language to exchange data. It is not only easy to
read and write, but also easy for machines to parse and generate.

3 The Proposed Platform

Based on the cloud server of Ali, we develop our platform in the Ubuntu sys-
tem with SQL database [21]. Aliyun is a distributed application environment,
providing developers an environment to develop server-side applications rapidly,
and simplify the system maintenance work. For developers, it can be logically
divided into two parts. One is management system which is responsible for pro-
viding management interfaces and storing data. The other is running system
that is responsible for calculating, serving as a middle-ware to transmitting data
between client and database, which promises the data security for different users.

– For the client-side, Android applications will send a request to get data from
sever or send data to the server to update databases. Users can search for any
tourist attractions or grade for those they have been to.

– For the server-side, when the server receiving a request, it will handle it by
either getting data from databases or updating data to databases.

There is a highlight in our development. It is a double recommendation sys-
tems.

– The outer recommendation system is a global one. It can offer the most pop-
ular scenic spots to all users.

– The inner one is a personalized recommendation system. It will recommend
scenic spots to users based on their preference.

3.1 Get Data

Users can log in the App by inputting username and password. The terminal
will send a URL [22] of the username to the server to get the corresponding
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(a) The server returns the data
in JSON format.

(b) The server returns the data in JSON
format.

Fig. 2. Illustration of login.

password in the cloud and check whether the user can enter or not. After logging
in successfully, the user will enter the searching interface. Using the name of city
or attraction input by the user, the client packages URL and uploads it to the
server, the server returns the result of all attractions searched in the database.
Then the client receives data and parses the text information and pictures which
will be displayed. Finally, in the list of results, user can click on appropriate
spot, then it can jump to the details interface. The method of getting detailed
information is the same as above.

The client is realized by JAVA language on Eclipse platform [18,23], it can
get requests, set the connection timeout and read timeout settings, put the data
on the URL and connect to the server. The server parses the URL string and
extracts its data, through the JSON format statement it searches for the needed
information and returns to the client as well as in JSON format [24,25], as is
shown in Fig. 2(a).

3.2 Update Data

A function of this application is to grade a scenic spot if the user has already
logged in and has been to this site. Score is divided into scenery score, food score
and service score. After the user clicks the OK button, the client packages URL
including the three scores, the name of view and username, and uploads it to
the server. The server receives data and inserts it into the database by using the
triggers [26] or update the data in the database if there exists the same item.
Figure 2(b) illustrates the update of the score data.

3.3 Data Storage

The main function of our application is to search tourist information. Therefore
one of the most significant components is data storage. Using cloud platform to
store data is convenient and costless. A database with several tables satisfying
different requests is created in our virtual machine by using MySQL. When there
is a request to get view information, the database can be accessed easily [19].
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3.4 Recommendation Algorithms

Our application development is based on the cloud platform from Ali and uses
the Ubuntu System as server. In the server, we use MySQL to design database.
To deal with HTTP request sent from Android client, we use Python as script
language, which can also connect to database and retrieve data and then send
back to client [27]. In our application, the key functions are two recommendation
systems.

1. The first one is global recommendation system, which can be used before
users log in the system. This option can provide all users scores of tourist
attractions which are highly recommended by users who have been to them.

2. The second recommendation is particularly designed for certain users. When
a user logs in his/her account and presses the menu button, the other hand-
picked option will be presented to the user. For this option, we accomplished
a personalized recommendation system to help users to find what they are
really interested in.

Global Recommendation System. For a certain tourist attraction, we col-
lect scores from users who have been to this place. The scores are divided into
three parts, score for scenery, score for food and score for service. Three parts
carry different weight in total scores. Scenery is the most importance, taking a
percentage of 50, while food takes 20 percent and service takes 30 percent. We
build the system based on all users’ grading and take an average. After that we
sort the average scores and pick out top five for all users. Global recommendation
is not designed for a particular user so every one can reach the same view.

Personalized Recommendation System Based on Slope One. Slope one
algorithm [28] is a kind of grading-based collaborative filtering algorithm. It is a
simple algorithm in recommendation for it only needs a little bit of linear algebra
without statistics involved. It is used to predict target users’ grading for which
are not done before according to any other users who have already graded. In
slope one, what we need is a crowd of users, a group of views and some gradings
by users who have been to the certain place. What we do is to recommend some
places to a target client, which he may be interested in but has not graded yet.
The algorithm consists of the following three steps [29]:

1. Calculate any two views’ scores difference.
2. Input a user’s ID, get his grading record and predict those not grading.
3. Sorted by grading and output top five views as what user is interested in.

4 Experiments

In this section, we will validate the proposed method. We test the performance
of connection and data transmission between Android client and cloud server.
For this purpose, we construct a database and make a simulation.
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4.1 Data Description

We do some tests about the connection and data transmission between client
and server. To this end, some data about tourism information are used in our
experiments.

There are four tables in the database. The View table consists of information
of all viewpoints. It contains 5 types of items including the name of city, the
name of view, discounts for students, recommend score, and photo about the
view. The student table contains information of all students including student
ID and password after encrypting. Viewinfo, used to do recommendation, incor-
porates information of some viewpoints which have high recommend scores. The
recommend score comes from the table Evaluate, which contains the scores of
all students.

We test our schemes over these aspects:

1. whether the client can get the data from the server and send the data to the
server successfully.

2. whether the data in the database has changed after being modified.
3. whether the slope-one algorithm works or not.

4.2 Results

Now the results of our experiments can be shown as follows:

(a) Searching for Shanghai. (b) Recommendation in-
dex before scoring.

(c) Recommendation in-
dex after scoring.

Fig. 3. Recommendation index when scoring.

Test of Login and Search. User can log in successfully when password is
correct. From Fig. 3(a), we can get the sites given the name of the city. It proves
that the method using in connection is correct.

Test of Grade and Recommendation. From Fig. 3(b), 3(c), it can be seen
that in this test, after being graded, the score of this site has changed.

From Fig. 4(a), 4(b), the recommendations are different when the user has
logged in, proving that the recommendation algorithm is useful.
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(a) Recommen-
dation before
Login.

(b) Recommenda-
tion after Login.

(c) The password
before modifying.

(d) The password
after modifying in
database.

Fig. 4. Detail information.

Test of Modify the Password. It can be seen that in this test, the user
can modify the password successfully. In Fig. 4(c) and 4(d), the password in the
database will be changed if a user modifies the corresponding password.

From all results, the application can realize all the basic functions like con-
necting to the server, getting recommendations and modifying the database.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we mainly introduce the development of our application based on
cloud platform and implemented in Android client. We build database for our
application in the cloud and it can be executed in the background; based on this
database in cloud we can use an Android mobile-phone to run our application.
Using the application, we can input the name of city or specific scenic sport
we expect to visit and then get some information of tourist attractions. One
novelty is that, our application is particularly designed for students particularly.
As to the targeted users, a channel is built to check whether there is a discount
for students. Moreover, each user will get some corresponding recommended
attractions, which is implemented based on the slope one algorithm. Security is
also guaranteed by verifying user’s name and password.

In our future work, we want to implement more functions. Firstly it will have
a function to provide a world map for users so they can mark where they have
been to. Secondly, some information about our friends’ wish list can be presented
so that we can make a plan to travel with friends.
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